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by Dill
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Across
9 Describing Eretailer employees
as fierce women?
(9)
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10 Sock maker loses
his head to weaver
(5)
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13 Fish with lobster
head stuffing for
celebratory
decoration (7)
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11 Very fortunate
when not so much
litter's outside (7)
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14 Trapped odd
instrument (5,4)
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15 Old magistrate
always rejected
drug-taking (5)

31
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16 Time-keeper
mismanages the run
(6)
19 Shoots wading
birds (6)
23 US college taken in
by quiet forger (5)
25 Influence one
working for love
(9)
27 Race duo touring in
South America (7)
28 Tested winter
transport with
electrical unit on
board (7)
31 Bigwig looks into
Snowden? (5)
32 Some say that ape
is an irregular
fighter (9)

Down
1 Upright English
disqualified from
French leg (4)
2 Leaders of Libya
and Kuwait exploit
water inland (4)
3 Most shy from
Chairman caught
docking afternoon
sleep (8)
4 Oscar, maybe
restrained initially,
becomes more
uncontrolled (6)
5 Final strategies of
goal sports (8)
6 Shock when
Personnel Dept.
hires in AC/DC
soldiers (6)
7 Coming from a
European city,

major highway
divides East (8)
8 Would-be
mistresses maintain
government
connections (7)
12 Brooklyn
cheerleaders' secret
hang-up (5)
17 Only see question
the other way
around after Oxford
perhaps (8)
18 A rare dog goes
rabid, causing
anger on the street
(4,4)
20 Eccentric American
out of the public
eye (2,6)
21 Find fashion in the
Home Counties for
14 pounds (5)

22 Gaullish character
might be Mrs.
Malaprop's star
sign? (7)
24 Rock player,
perhaps, recreates
hot sound (6)
26 Raise another's
issue with bill
converting pence to
francs (6)
29 Lie about result of
50+0+2x(100/2)
(4)
30 Wallowing in pride
annoys church
dignitary (4)

